
Import/Link Files



You can import or link data from other CAD programs into a Revit 
model. Supported CAD formats include AutoCAD (DWG and DXF), 
MicroStation® (DGN), Trimble® SketchUp® (SKP and DWG), SAT, and 
3DM (Rhinoceros®).

When you link a CAD file to a Revit model, Revit maintains a link to 
that file. Any changes to the linked file are displayed in the model. 
When you import a CAD file, Revit uses the version of the file that 
you imported. It does not retrieve or display changes to the 
imported file.

Import/Link CAD Files

Import/Link files

To access tools for link managemen

To import files into a Revit model, go to:

Insert tab        Import panel        Import CAD

To link files into a Revit model, go to:

Insert tab       Link panel       Link CAD

Insert tab        Link panel        Manage Links
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Import/Link files

When you import or link CAD files to the Revit project, you can 
control many aspects of the process, such as colors, layers, 
and positioning.

The following options apply to linked or imported CAD files:

Current View Only (1)

Imports a CAD drawing into the active view only and elements 
behave like annotation. If the option is not selected, the import 
behaves like model geometry and is available in all views.

Import as Category (2)

Available only when importing geometry whose file type is SAT 
(ACIS) or 3DM (Rhino). Specifies a category for the imported 
3D geometry.
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Import/Link files

Colors (3)

You can choose to invert the colors of all line and text objects 
from the imported file to Revit-specific colors, preserve the 
colors defined in the imported file, or import the file in black 
and white.

Layers (4)

Choose to import/link all layers, only visible layers or select the
layers and levels to import or link. 

Import Units (5)

Explicitly sets the unit of measure for imported geometry. 
The values are Auto-Detect, feet, inch, meter, decimeter, 
centimeter, millimeter, and Custom factor. If the units are 
known, you can select Custom factor and enter a scale factor.
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Import/Link files

Correct lines that are slightly off axis (6)

Selected by default, this option automatically corrects lines 
that are slightly off-axis (less than 0.1 degree) and helps avoid 
problems with Revit elements generated from those lines.

Positioning (7)

      Auto - Center to Center

Select this option to place the center of the incoming geometry 
at the center of the host Revit model.

For both the incoming geometry and the host model, the 
geometric center is calculated by finding the center of a 
bounding box around the geometry.

      Auto - Origin to Origin

Select this option to place the origin of the incoming geometry 
at the origin of the Revit host model.
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Import/Link files

      Auto - By Shared Coordinates

Note: This option is available only for the Link CAD tool.

Select this option to place the incoming geometry in the 
host Revit model based on shared coordinates.

      Manual - Origin

Select this option to display the incoming geometry in the 
current view, with the cursor placed at the world origin of 
the import or link.

      Manual - Center

Select this option to display the incoming geometry in the 
current view, with the cursor placed at the geometric center 
of the import or link.
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Import/Link files

Place At (8)

Select the level for the incoming geometry. Its origin point is
placed at this level in the host Revit model.

 
Orient to View (9)

When True North and Project North are not aligned in the host 
Revit model, use this option to orient the CAD file in the view.

If the view is set to True North, and True North is rotated away 
from Project North, clear this option to align the incoming 
geometry to Project North.

If True North and Project North are aligned in the view, this 
option has no effect on positioning.
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      Query Objects in Layer

When you import or link a file to a Revit project, you can 
query the file for information about its objects.

This allows you to determine the identity of an object and 
the layer on which it resides. You can also hide the object’s 
layer or delete it.

To delete, explode or query layers, select the imported/linked 
file and go to:

Modify tab      Import Instance panel

Import/Link files

When you link (or import) a CAD file to a project, you can 
do the following:

      Delete Layers in CAD Files

When you delete layers in an imported file or a linked file, 
the layers are no longer available to the Revit project. 
If you want to restore the layers, you must delete the file 
from the project and link to or import it again.

      Explode Imported Geometry

When you import a drawing into Revit, you are importing 
all the elements, such as blocks and external references 
(xrefs) from the drawing. They are all contained inside an 
element called an import symbol.

You can explode (disassemble) the import symbol into its 
next highest level elements: nested import symbols. This 
is a partial explode.

You can also explode the import symbol immediately 
into Revit text, curves, lines, and filled regions. This is a 
full explode.
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Import/Link files

For imported/linked DWG and DXF files, you can specify the units 
of measure for the imported geometry, and define a scale 
factor to achieve the appropriate scale for the Revit project.

Select the imported/linked CAD file and click:

Modify tab       Properties panel       Type Properties

or

Click on Edit Type in the Properties pallet

Note: SAT and 3DM files can't be scaled.

Import/Link CAD Files In the Type Properties dialog, modify Import Units or Scale 
Factor. If you change the import units, the scale factor 
automatically updates.

Note: If you define a custom factor for Import Units while 
import or link file, the value you enter displays in the Scale 
Factor type property of the import symbol.

You can adjust the size and scale of imported/linked CAD 
files by using the Scale tool.

Select the imported/linked CAD file and click:

Modify tab        Modify panel        Scale

Adjust the size and scale of elements graphically or by 
entering a scale factor.

When changing the scale, by using the Scale tool, the value 
of the Instance Scale will be updated.



In the Import/Link RVT dialog, select the model to link and 
specify the positioning:

      Auto - Center to Center

      Auto - Origin to Origin

      Auto - By Shared Coordinates

      Auto - Project Base Point to Project Base Point

Select this option to align the project base point of the linked 
Revit model with the project base point of the host Revit model.

      Manual – Origin

      Manual - Center

Import/Link files

Link models when individual buildings on a campus or 
different parts of a large building reside in separate project 
files, or when each discipline works in its own edition of a 
building model.

When you link a model into a project, Revit opens the linked 
model and keeps it in memory.

Linked models are listed in the Revit Links branch of the Project 
Browser.

To link one model to another, open an existing model or start a 
new model and click:

Insert tab       Link panel       Link Revit
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Import/Link files

Link Revit Files

If the source file of the link in your project has changed, Revit 
automatically updates the link when you open the project.

To update links without closing the current project, you can 
unload and reload the links.

To access tools for link management, click:

Manage tab       Manage Project panel       Manage Links 

or

Insert tab        Link panel        Manage Links
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